Intratumoral morphological heterogeneity can be an indicator of genetic heterogeneity in colorectal cancer.
Anti-EGFR-targeted therapy is used to treat metastatic colorectal cancers with RAS wild-type. However, resistance to targeted therapy is often observed and can be primary or acquired. One reason for primary resistance is the presence of mutations that are undetected due to genetic heterogeneity, which can be expressed by differences present in primary tumor and distant metastasis or recurrence or by an intratumoral heterogeneity (presence of different subclones in the investigated tumor sample). The aim of our study was to investigate if morphological heterogeneity can be an indicator of intratumoral heterogeneity. We analysed 13 samples with homogeneous and six samples with heterogeneous morphology with NGS. We were able to demonstrate that intratumoral genetic heterogeneity is present in all studied tumor samples, independent of homogeneous or heterogeneous morphology. Moreover, one sample of our cohort with morphological and genetic heterogeneity had a genetic wild-type profile in one tumor component. Therefore, we recommend to include each morphologically identifiable tumor component in the mutational analysis to not overlook resistance-inducing or potentially targetable mutations.